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Dried cattail and bulrush plant pieces in mesh bags were incubated in the 

constructed wetland treating Pope & Talbot pulp mill effluent. Two ponds 

planted with each species and two depth ranges in each pond were chosen, to 

determine decomposition rates. Bags were withdrawn and analyzed at five time 

points for the cattail and three for the bulrush. Also a laboratory study was 

conducted, where ground cattail and bulrush material was incubated aerobically 

and anaerobically. Both species and control were sampled at five time points. 

The remaining dry mass and the contents of hemicellulose, cellulose, lignin, and 

silica was examined. Decomposition rates were determined by fitting the data to 

the single exponential model with the intercept fixed in 1 (100%). An asymptotic 

model was used to obtain better fit. The sum of squared errors (SSE) was used 

as a measure of fit. 

In the field study the ANOVA revealed no change in decomposition with 

depth. Neither was there a difference between cattail and bulrush ponds. During 

the first two days only the cell compounds are drastically reduced. Cellulose and 

hemicellulose start to decline later. Lignin increased slightly during the first half 

of the experiment. Decay rates from the single exponential model with the 

intercept fixed were higher than the ones listed for wetlands by Webster & 

Benfield (1986). The asymptotic model indicates, that there is a fraction, which 

does not decompose significantly during the time frame of the experiment. It 
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predicts 36% cattail and 53% bulrush material to be left after one year of 

decomposition. 

All samples in the laboratory incubation showed strong leaching during 

the first day (26.5% for cattail, 23% for bulrush). After this the t-test (95% 

confidence) showed a significant decay coefficient only for the aerobic cattail 

samples the model with the best fit. These same samples had an increased cell 

component, and a very small particle size at the last sampling time (120 days). 

Neither bulrush nor the anaerobic cattail incubations showed the same effect. 

Cattail and bulrush plants in the field were labeled to observe the 

senescence. Their height and in the case of cattail the amount of green and dry 

leaves was recorded monthly. Plants were harvested once a month until 

February, and the fiber composition was measured. Cattail was completely dry in 

January, while bulrush still showed green spots in February. Cattail entered the 

aquatic system mainly by dropping pieces of leaf tips, less by breaking off and 

losing the outside leaves. In February the average height of cattail plants was 

64.7% of the maximum average height in August. Bulrush plants shortened to 

84.1% of the maximum average height from September. Most of the bulrush 

plants died through nutria, a rodent, which is chopping off the plants. Less 

material was lost by dropping small pieces off the plant tips. 
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I. Introduction 

Knowledge of decomposition processes is an important part of the analysis 

of ecosystem function. Breakdown studies have been conducted extensively, as 

early as 1933 by Falconer et al., Lunt (1933 and 1935), and Gustafson (1943). 

Most of them were done in natural ecosystems. 

In the last several decades macrophytes in natural and constructed 

wetlands have been used for water purification (Seidel 1953 and 1976), but the 

question about the influence of the dying plant material on these systems has not 

often been assessed. Understanding plant decay could help answer questions 

about performance and construction of these wastewater treatment facilities. 

Decomposition rates could be a useful index of the overall activity of a site, 

allowing comparison between different wetlands. 

Dead and decaying plant material releases nutrients and organic 

compounds, reintroducing them to the system. This contributes to the monitored 

water quality parameters, including the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), total 

suspended solids (TSS), total nitrogen, phosphorus or other pollutants of 

interest. While plants are decaying they compete with other pollutants for the 

available oxygen. 

Dead standing culms and detritus offer additional surface area for 

microorganisms and epiphyton (Howard-Williams & Davies 1978). This is 

important in wetlands for wastewater treatment, since the biological treatment 

happens primarily at surfaces. Also the patchiness of the sites (Reice 1974) is 

increased if dead material and living plants are present. For example in oxygen 

limited environments, living plants can provide oxygen in the rnicrolayer on the 

plant surface. Dead material offers substrate for decomposers, but might not have 

connection to the aerobic layers. Aerobic and anaerobic microsites can be found 

in direct vicinity for aerobic and anaerobic treatment of the polluted water. The 

rate of sediment and detritus accumulation in a system (Jenny et al. 1949, Olson 
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1963) affects the useful life span and cost of operation and maintenance of 

constructed wetlands. 

At the constructed wetlands for pulp mill effluent treatment at the Pope & 

Talbot Inc. pulp mill in Halsey (Oregon), the regularly measured water quality 

parameters are currently BOD, TSS, and the color of the water. Comparing 

planted ponds having 2 days water detention, the cattail ponds are consistently 

performing better in the removal of TSS, while the bulrush ponds always show 

lower BOD values in their outflow (Moore & Skarda 1992). Some personal 

observations during spring and summer 1992 suggested anaerobic conditions 

throughout the water column except for a shallow surface zone. This is similar to 

the conditions in anaerobic stabilization ponds (Metcalf & Eddy 1991). 

There are several possible explanations for the plant specific differences of 

these findings. The amount or shape of the plant surface area differs between 

plant species. The plants change the flow patterns in the ponds in different ways, 

so that one facilitates settling more than the other. Also the plants might provide 

different environments on their surfaces, e.g. oxygen is released by the plant 

(Dacey 1980, Armstrong 1980, Grosse 1989, Brix 1989, and 1990, Armstrong et 

al. 1990, and 1992) or toxins can be released by some species to prevent growth 

of epiphyton or bacteria on the surface (Aliotta et al. 1990, Rice 1984). Because 

of these the different species could favor the growth of different surface 

populations of microorganisms or epiphyton (Hatano, et al. 1992 A, Hatano et 

al. 1992 B). Another reason for finding different values of the water quality 

parameters may be that the decaying plant material releases BOD or solids at 

different rates or in different amounts due to different biomass in the ponds. To 

gain further understanding of the decay processes of plants in the treatment 

system this decomposition study was done. 
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II. Objectives 

The purpose of this study was to determine the decomposition rates of the 

two plant species planted in the constructed wetland in this specific environment. 

Also it was of interest, whether or not the rates are different in different depths 

of the water or in ponds planted with different species, and to compare these 

rates to the results from other studies. The influence of aerobic and anaerobic 

conditions on the breakdown rates was also investigated. And finally the rate of 

input of plant litter into the aquatic system was observed. 
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ILL Literature Review 

A) Breakdown Processes 

Decay of vascular plant material in water happens in 3 phases (Webster & 

Benfield 1986). As soon as debris falls in the water it begins to lose soluble 

organic and inorganic substances. This rapid loss of dry weight is referred to as 

leaching. Loss by leaching is increased due to fragmentation of material or high 

temperature or turbulence. Depending on the leaf species up to 25% of the initial 

dry weight may be lost during the first 24 hours under experimental conditions, 

where leaves have been pre-dried (Nykvist 1963, Godshall( & Wetzel 1978a, 

Rogers & Breen 1982, Brock 1984). If fresh leaves are used the initial loss is 

slower and lasts longer (Rogers & Breen 1982, Gessner & Schwoerbel 1989, 

Gessner et al. 1991, Gessner 1991). 

The next phase is a period of microbial decomposition. Colonization of the 

litter by aquatic microbes happens within a few days of deposition in the water. 

In general hyphomycete fungi dominate early colonization of tree leaves. As 

decay advances bacteria are next to invade (Barlocher & Kendrick 1974, 

Suberkropp & Klug 1976). In decaying macrophyte tissue early colonization may 

be dominated by bacteria (Howard-Williams et al. 1978, Robb et al. 1979). Later 

stages of decay may be dominated by fungi (Mason 1976) or bacteria (Brock 

1984). Cell walls consist of polysaccharides such as cellulose and hemicellulose 

that are physically and chemically bound to lignin, forming the lignocellulose 

complex. While bacteria can utilize cell contents, they are not known for being 

very efficient in the degradation of the cell walls. Polysaccharide hydrolyzing 

exoenzymes like hemicellulases and cellulases (Suberkropp & Klug 1980, Singh 

1982, Chamier et al. 1984) are produced by various aquatic hyphomycetes. 

However the resistant lignocellulose complex shields hemicellulose and cellulose, 

leaving them less accessible to these enzymes (Sarkanen & Ludwig eds. 1971, 
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Kirk et al. 1977, Crawford 1981). In terrestrial systems lignocellulose is degraded 

by some basidiomycetes (Kirk et al. 1977, Crawford 1981). How this complex is 

broken down in aquatic systems is not clear, although it is known that 

biodegradation of lignin and lignocellulose in water occurs. Several researchers 

reported an initial increase in the absolute weight of lignin. It was proposed that 

nitrogenous compounds combine with plant phenolics to form complexes that are 

extracted with lignins (Suberkropp et al. 1976). Rosset et al. (1982) suggested 

that certain tannins may acylate polysaccharides, and form resistant complexes 

which are detected as lignin. 

The last phase of the breakdown process is mechanical fragmentation, 

caused either physically by the friction due to water currents or biologically 

through leaf-shredding macro-invertebrates ("shredders", Anderson & Sedell 

1979, Cummins & IClug 1979). The role of fragmentation by shredders in 

wetlands is not very well known, it might be significant in some sites. 

Invertebrates are dependent on dissolved oxygen, the number of species in 

oxygen limited sites is reduced and they cannot survive under continuously 

anaerobic conditions. 

It is generally thought that breakdown occurs more slowly under 

anaerobic than aerobic conditions (Alexander 1977), but neither field nor 

laboratory experiments yield consistent evidence. Pieczynska (1970, 1972) found 

the most rapid decay in low oxygen conditions, Chunk & Richardson (1978) 

found slightly decreased decomposition rates in plant material exposed to 

anaerobic conditions under peat, compared to material on the surface. In the 

laboratory there was also slightly faster breakdown reported in low oxygen 

conditions (Nichols & Keeney 1973), and slower rates in anaerobic conditions 

(Godshalk & Wetzel 1978b). 

There is better agreement among scientists about the influence of 

temperature on biodegradation rates. Seasonal changes in decomposition have 

been reported frequently, with higher rates during warmer periods which were 

assigned to temperature effects, despite confounding factors changing 

simultaneously with the season, such as nutrients and detritivore life cycles 
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(Petersen & Cummins 1974, Reice 1974, Suberkropp et al. 1975, Paul et al. 

1978, Paul et al. 1983, Hendricks et al. 1984, Brock 1984, Brock et al. 1985). 

These field studies are supported by a variety of laboratory studies, that clearly 

demonstrate the effect of temperature on breakdown rates (Kaushik & Hynes 

1971, Suberkropp et al. 1975, Godshalk & Wetzel 1978b, Puriveth 1980, Polunin 

1982). Sinsabaugh et al. (1981) found that at 0°C there is still 30 % of the 

microbial enzyme activity at 25°C present. Fungal growth and microbial 

respiration even occur at 0°C (Barlocher & Kendrick 1974, Buttimore et al. 

1984). 

Eutrophication can also accelerate decomposition. However what is 

happening downstream of a sewage discharge is dependent on what the sewage 

contains. Some pollutants may inhibit breakdown activity. Factors like 

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), nutrient load, temperature, velocity all 

influence biodegradation rates (Webster & Benfield 1986). 

B) Techniques to Investigate Decomposition Rates 

In general the techniques used are based on exposing material of a known 

mass and chemical composition to certain conditions or sites. Therefore dried 

material has commonly been used. This has been criticized in studies using fresh 

litter (Rogers & Breen 1982, Gessner & Schwoerbel 1989, Gessner et al. 1991, 

Gessner & Schwoerbel 1991, Barlocher 1991). Chemical changes in air-dried leaf 

litter were compared with those in fresh leaf litter. Rapid mass loss during the 

first day when incubating fresh material was not found, but rather a constant 

rate for several weeks. The fresh leaves retained soluble compounds including 

soluble organic carbon, phosphorus, and potassium during this time, the leaching 

behavior was changed drastically. However the overall mass loss rates were 

similar between treatments for the duration of the experiment. 
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There are different exposure techniques used to place litter in the site. 

One of them is to place leaves or pieces of litter into mesh bags and submerge 

them in the water (Falconer et al. 1933, Lunt 1933, Lunt 1935, Gustafson 1943, 

Bocock & Gilbert 1957, Bocock et al. 1960, Davis & van der Valk 1977, Kadlec 

1989). Another way is to fasten leaves into packs and place them against some 

sort of obstruction, simulating debris accumulation (Petersen & Cummins 1974). 

Breakdown rates were found to be significantly faster for packs than for bags, 

but also most pack studies were done in streams where breakdown is known to 

be rapid, and no pack studies were conducted in wetland sites, where the rates 

of deco2mposition are relatively low (Webster & Benfield 1986). 

When using the bag technique the mesh size of the bags is important 

because of the accessibility for invertebrates, if present. Numerous studies 

showed higher breakdown rates for larger mesh sizes (Mason & Bryant 1975, 

Winterbourn 1978, Pidgeon & Cairns 1981, Danell & Andersson 1982, Barlocher 

& Schweizer 1983, Brock et al. 1985). Studies indicating no mesh size effect 

were conducted at sites where invertebrate detritivores were not abundant 

(Cameron & La Point 1978, Danell & Andersson 1982). If the mesh size was too 

small, gas and nutrient exchange rates were reduced (Petersen & Cummins 

1974). 

C) Models 

Decomposition data are often fit to models. The most commonly used one 

is the negative exponential model, first applied to decomposition processes by 

Jenny et al. (1949) and Olson (1963). It assumes that the rate of weight loss 

from organic material is a constant fraction of the remaining material. It is 

expressed as 

e-kt eq. 1 
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where Mt is the remaining mass at time t, the initial mass is Mo, k is the decay 

constant ("k-value"). The intercept is fixed at a value of 1 (100%). 

This model does not account for the fact that plant material does not 

decay at constant rates (Wieder & Lang 1982). One reason for non-constant 

decay rates is that plant material consists of easily degraded compounds as 

sugars, starches, and proteins, the "labile" compounds, and the so-called 

"recalcitrant", less easily biodegradable components like cellulose, fats, waxes, 

tannin, and lignin. Another reason for changes in decay rates is the seasonal 

temperature change (Petersen & Cummins 1974, Barlocher & Schweizer 1983, 

Brock et al. 1985). 

Because of the two-step nature of decomposition dynamics the single 

exponential breakdown model has been modified to the double exponential decay 

model (Minderman 1968). Each class of chemicals breaks down at a constant 

rate. The overall breakdown is the sum of the individual rates: 

Mt/Mo = ((A(A)*e-kit Aire-k2t)/mo eq. 2 

Detritus components are grouped in two classes, labile (Me-A) with the decay 

constant k1 and refractory (A) with the decay constant k2. 

Several authors modified the negative exponential model to account for 

temperature effects on decomposition rates (Bunnel et al. 1977, Carpenter & 

Adams 1979, Hanson et al. 1984). Another modification of the single exponential 

model is the asymptotic model. It can be thought of as a double exponential 

model where the recalcitrant fraction is completely resistant to decay and the 

second constant k2 equals zero (Howard & Howard 1974). 

Me/MO = (A + (Mt-A)*e-kit) eq. 3 

Since no fraction of plant material is completely resistant to decay, the relevance 

of this model is questionable. However, depending on the conditions of the 

experiment or the time frame, this model can describe the data quite well. 
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Other less commonly used models include linear, quadratic, and power 

functions. Assumptions which are used for these models are difficult to justify 

biologically. The linear model, for example, assumes a constant absolute 

decomposition rate, while the relative decomposition increases with time. The 

exponential models are at least partially based on biological understanding of the 

breakdown processes. Often linear equations or higher order polynomials 

produce excellent statistical fits (Howard & Howard 1974), but these models 

offer little insight into the actual processes. Models maximizing realism, like 

some variations of the negative exponential model are probably the most useful 

to simulate breakdown under different natural conditions. 

The negative exponential model itself is not as realistic and less precise, 

but the major advantage is that it leads to a single number (k-value), which 

describes the breakdown process in a particular situation fairly well. Since it has 

been used in many studies, this number can be used as a basis for comparing the 

result with rates from other situations or studies. 

Webster & Benfield (1986) summarized data from 117 published studies 

in streams, lakes and wetlands from 1967 to 1985 for their review article. Many 

species were studied. They came up with 596 individual rates (k-values) for the 

negative exponential model. Laboratory studies were excluded. This offers a 

broad base for comparison. 
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N. Design & Methods 

The decomposition study was conducted at 2 locations. The field site was 

located at the pilot scale constructed wetlands for pulp mill effluent at the Pope 

& Talbot Inc. pulp mill in Halsey (Oregon). For the laboratory experiments and 

fiber analysis the water quality lab in the Department of Bioresource Engineering 

in Gilmore Hall (OSU) was used. 

In the field bulrush and cattail plant material was incubated in bulrush 

and cattail ponds. This was done to see if bulrush ponds were particularly 

adapted to decompose bulrush, and cattail ponds to break down cattail, or if one 

sort of pond performs better in the degradation of either material. Two depth 

ranges were chosen for the incubation to assess if decomposition is faster close to 

the surface where oxygen supply is likely higher. Dissolved oxygen (DO) and 

temperature were measured to see the difference in the physical conditions 

between the two depths. Parallel to the field study a laboratory incubation in 

controlled aerobic and anaerobic conditions was started with the same materials, 

to determine the influence of oxygen on biodegradation. The senescence study 

was conducted to see how the species age naturally, and at what time and rate 

they become available for biodegradation in the water. 

The mass loss during decomposition of the total weight, lignin, cellulose, 

and hemicellulose was determined to see, at which rates the cell contents and the 

structural components of the cell wall decay. Data were analyzed statistically 

using the analysis of variance method (ANOVA). The single exponential model 

was used to compare the breakdown rates to those found in other studies, and to 

see if they are different in a constructed wetland, where conditions like nutrients 

and temperature are different than in natural marshes. The asymptotic model 

was utilized as an attempt to get a better fit. 
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A) Experiments and Observations 

1) Field Study 

The Pope & Talbot pulp mill funded the construction of and research at 

the wetland on their property at Halsey (Oregon). It is a pilot study to test the 

improvement of water quality of the pulp effluent using aquatic macrophytes. 

The facility consists of 10 identically constructed ponds. They are 65.3 m long, 

21.7 m wide and in the average 0.5 m deep with a slope of 0.0024. Six of them 

are growing a mixture of cattail species: Typha latifolia, Typha angustifolia, and 

the hybrid Typha glauca. Two ponds were planted with hardstem bulrush. One is 

unvegetated and the last pond is filled with rocks. Out of the six cattail ponds, 

two are receiving tap water instead of effluent at a 10 day detention time, two 

others get effluent at a 10 day detention time and the last two have a 2 day 

detention time for their effluent. Bulrush, rock or unvegetated ponds have a 2 

day detention time. The plants are not harvested, and die back seasonally. 

The field study consisted of two parts. A preliminary experiment was done 

to see the effect of physical leaching during the first 8 days. Samples were taken 

at 6 times during this period. The long term decomposition study contained 5 

and 3 time points for cattail and bulrush bags respectively in 24 weeks. The 

oxygen and temperature in the ponds were monitored intermittently. 

For the biodegradation study plant material from the experimental ponds 

was used. Cattail and bulrush were harvested above the water surface in the 

middle of July, cut into pieces of 5 to 8 cm length, and dried in the oven for two 

days at 50° to 55°C to constant weight. Fiberglass mosquito net was used to 

construct bags of 10 x 10 cm?. The selected mesh size of the bags was 1 to 2 

mm. The mesh size was a trade-off between loss of material through big pores 

and accessibility for invertebrates. The mesh openings were big enough for 

chironomids. Due to low DO observed during the summer months, the survival of 
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bigger invertebrates than chironomid larvae was not very probable (Stanley V. 

Gregory 1992, Dept. of Fisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State University, pers. 

comm.). The bags were filled with either 2 grams of dried cattail or 2.5 grams 

dried bulrush. They were stapled close, numbered, and mounted on frames as 

described below. 

LONG TERM INCUBATION 

The frames consisted of two horizontal metal rods which were kept at a 

distance of 30 cm from each other by nylon cords. Weights were attached to the 

lower rod to prevent floatation of the bags. Five positions were defined on each 

frame. Random numbers were generated to assign bags to their position. 

Positions 1, 3, and 5 were assigned to hold bags of both species for the 

incubation times of 2 days, 6 weeks, and 24 weeks. Sets of 4 bags, two bags 

with cattail and two with bulrush were assembled in the following manner: Two 

bags (one of each species) were stapled together and attached to the upper rod. 

This way they extended from 0 to 10 cm downward from the upper rod. The 

other two bags were also stapled together, and were connected to the first two 

bags with a nylon cord, at a distance of 20 to 30 cm below the upper rod. The 

lower bags were tied to the lower rod with a thin nylon thread. Position 2 and 4 

held sets of only two bags filled with cattail, one at 0 to 10 cm , the other at 20 

to 30 cm from the top rod. These were harvested after 3 or 12 weeks. 

Twelve identical frames were constructed and installed in the ponds at the 

field site. Two replica ponds planted with cattail (ponds #2 and #8), and the 

two ponds containing bulrush (#4 and #9), all with 2 days detention time were 

selected for the bag incubation. Cat walks, approximately 6 m long, were 

installed perpendicular to the flow at about 3/4 of the way down the pond. 

On the 24th of August 1992 three frames were mounted in each pond so 

that the top rods were just at the water surface, the lower ones were pulled 
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down by the weight to about 30 cm depth. The position of the bags was vertical 

in the water and perpendicular to the direction of the flow. There were now 8 

sites: 4 ponds with bags in 2 depth ranges, 0 to 10 cm and 20 to 30 cm. For 

each site there were 3 replicate bags for every sampling time and species. 

Bulrush bags were recovered after 2 days, 6 weeks, and 24 weeks, cattail 

bags were collected after 2 days, 3, 6, 12, and 24 weeks. Collection required 

cutting one nylon cord and pulling at the upper bags, to obtain the complete set 

without lifting the entire frames out of the water. 

The bags were brought to the lab, where they were rinsed off thoroughly 

with water. They were opened and the content was put on a pre-dried and pre-

weighed glass petri dish. The dishes were oven-dried for 2 days at 50° to 55°C. 

The total weight was determined and the dish weight subtracted to determine 

the 'remaining dry mass' after incubation. The 3 replicates from each site were 

then combined and ground with a motor-driven Thomas-Wiley laboratory mill 

intermediate model to a particle size of about 1 mm. The 20 mesh screen 

delivery tube was used. The samples were stored for fiber analysis at a later date. 

LEACHING EXPERIMENT

This was a preliminary experiment to test the techniques. The results were 

used to determine the earliest time point for the long term study, which was 

after the leaching process slowed down. Similar to the 24-week incubation, 30 

bags of each species were used for the leaching experiment. They were put on 5 

frames in pond #4 in the 0 to 10 cm depth range. Five bags of each species were 

recovered after 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 days. The dry weight of the contents was 

determined, the material ground and stored for the analysis of the fiber contents. 
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MONITORING PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 

The temperature in pond #4 was monitored continuously every hour for 

the time periods from August 28, 1992 until September 24, 1992 at a depth of 

25 cm, as well as from October 13, 1992 until November 16, 1992, and from 

December 1, 1992 until February 8, 1993 at 5 and at 25 cm depth. For that 

purpose 2 programmable automatic Control One temperature monitoring systems 

(Control One Inc., Greenwich, CT) were used. 

From October 1992 through February 1993 dissolved oxygen, water and 

air temperature were recorded every 5 minutes for at least 24 hours in the 

middle of each month at 5 and 25 cm depth. For this a CR-10 Campbell 

Scientific data-logger (Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, Utah), connected to a YSI 

model 58 dissolved oxygen meter (Yellow Springs Instruments, Ohio), and a 

copper constantan thermocouple was used. A picture of each pond was taken in 

the middle of each month, to visually demonstrate the change in color and 

physical changes from July through January. 

2) Laboratory Incubation 

The laboratory experiment consisted of 2 parts, an anaerobic and an 

aerobic incubation. It was designed to examine the influence of oxygen on 

biodegradation. The same plant material that was used for the field study was 

also used for the laboratory experiment (50° to 55°C oven dried to constant 

weight). As a control wastewater was incubated without plant material being 

present. 

Four grams of initially ground material (20 mesh screen) were weighed 

into containers, and 61 ml wastewater were added. The control containers 

received 65 ml wastewater. For the aerobic incubation 250 ml erlenmeyer flasks 
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were used. The wastewater was taken from the aeration pond at the mill. The 

anaerobic samples were incubated in 100 ml Wheaton "400" Brand serum bottles. 

Wastewater from the rock pond effluent box (assumed to be low in oxygen) was 

used. The air was purged from the anaerobic samples with nitrogen, and the 

bottles were closed with aluminum seal stoppers. The aerobic flasks were put on 

a shaker at low speed setting in an unlighted chamber. The anaerobic bottles 

were put next to the shaker in the same chamber. The temperature was kept 

between 30° and 40°C throughout the 120 days incubation time. In the 

beginning it exceeded 40°C for about 3 days. 

After 1, 15, 30, 60, and 120 days, duplicates of each species and control, 

anaerobic and aerobic treatment, were filtered through glass microfibre filters 

Whatman grade 934 AH 9 cm (pre-dried and pre-weighed). Filters and samples 

were dried to constant weight at 50° to 55°C, and the remaining dry weight was 

determined. The control served to determine the mass added by the waste water 

as suspended solids. It was subtracted from the obtained dry mass of each 

sample. The duplicates were then combined for fiber analysis. 

3) Plant Senescence Study 

Initially 150 bulrushes were labeled, and their height recorded. Thirty 

cattails were marked, and the number of green and brown leaves, as well as the 

height of the tallest leaf were recorded. The measurements were repeated in the 

middle of each month over a period of 8 and 7 months for cattail and bulrush 

respectively. Five plants of each species were harvested monthly above the water 

surface. The lowest 30 cm of each cutting was dried to constant weight, and 

ground through a 20 mesh screen to be analyzed for fiber content. 
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B) Analysis 

1) Fiber Analysis 

The ground samples from field and laboratory incubated plants, and the 

monthly harvested plant material were analyzed for fiber content. The techniques 

developed by Van Soest (1963) and improved by Van Soest and Wine (1967), 

and Goering and Van Soest (1970) to analyze for neutral detergent fiber (NDF), 

NDF-ash, acid detergent fiber (ADF), and permanganate lignin (PML) were used. 

Waldern (1970) modified these procedures to the micro method which requires 

smaller samples and facilitates the filtering step. 

For the NDF analysis a neutral anionic detergent solution is used to 

separate the dry matter of forages into two portions. The insoluble part is termed 

cell-wall compounds, representing cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, and silica, and 

the soluble part is named cell contents. Acid detergent fiber is the portion of the 

plant material that remains after treatment with a detergent under acidic 

conditions. It includes cellulose, lignin and silica. The permanganate method is 

an indirect method to determine the amount of lignin. It leaves cellulose and 

insoluble ash in the same sample. The insoluble ash gives an estimate of total 

silica content. The acetic acid-buffered PML solution, containing trivalent iron 

and monovalent silver as catalysts, oxidizes lignin. 

SOLUTIONS 

The NDF solution used contained 540 g sodium dodecylsulfate, 335 g 

disodium ethylene diamine tetra acetate (EDTA), 122.6 g sodium borate 

decahydrate, 82.1 g disodium hydrogen phosphate, and 180 ml ethylene glycol 
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monoethyl ether (2-ethoxy ethanol) diluted to 10 liters with distilled water. The 

pH of this solution was 7.5. For the ADF solution 360 g cetyl 

trimethylarrunonium bromide were dissolved in distilled water. 480 g sulfuric 

acid (concentrated) were added, and the solution was diluted to 18 liters with 

distilled water. The PML solution consisted of 2 parts saturated potassium 

permanganate solution and 1 part lignin buffer solution. The saturated 

potassium permanganate solution consisted of 50 g potassium permanganate and 

0.05 g silver sulfate dissolved and is diluted to 1 liter with distilled water. The 

lignin buffer solution contained 6 g ferric nitrate non-hydrate, 0.15 g silver 

nitrate, dissolved in distilled water, 500 ml glacial acetic acid, 5 g potassium 

acetate 400 ml tertiary butyl alcohol added, and was diluted to 1 liter. The 

demineralizing solution was made of 900 g oxalic acid dehydrate, 12.6 1 95% 

ethanol, and 900 ml concentrated HC1, and diluted to 18 1 with distilled water. 

PROCEDURE 

For ADF and NDF analysis the procedure is the same. From each ground 

sample of plant material stored for the fiber analysis, 0.35 g were weighed into 

each of four 25 x 200 mm culture tubes. 35 ml NDF solution were added to each 

of two tubes, and 35 ml ADF solution were added into each of the other two 

tubes. A large marble was put on top of each tube as a condenser, and the tubes 

were put on a pre-heated aluminum block (digestion block) containing 28 holes. 

The samples were refluxed for one hour from the onset of boiling. Particles that 

got pushed up the tube walls out of the solution were rinsed back into the liquid 

with a little solution. While the samples were boiling, 50 ml Gooch crucibles 

(previously dried at 100°C) were weighed. After 1 hour of light boiling the 

crucibles were placed on a vacuum manifold, 50 ml hot water were added, and 

vacuum was applied. The contents of the tubes were poured into the crucibles, 

all the residue was rinsed from the tubes with hot water. The samples were 
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rinsed twice with 50 ml of hot water, and twice with approximately 25 ml 

acetone. The crucibles were then removed from the vacuum manifold and placed 

into the oven at 100°C overnight. The oven dry samples were reweighed and 

reported as NDF dry weight and ADF dry weight. The following formulas were 

used to determine %NDF, %ADF, and % Hemicellulose: 

%NDF = (NDF dry weight - crucible weight) * 100/0.35 g 

%ADF = (ADF dry weight - crucible weight) * 100/0.35 g 

%Hemicellulose = %NDF - %ADF 

The dried crucibles with the remainder of the ADF analysis were then utilized for 

the lignin (PML) analysis. They were put into a glass pan. Cold water was added 

to the pan up to 1 cm height. The crucible contents remained dry. About 25 ml 

combined saturated potassium permanganate solution was added to each 

crucible. Glass rods were placed in each crucible, to break up lumps and stir. The 

crucibles stood for 80-100 minutes with stirring every 30 minutes, then were 

placed on the vacuum manifold and sucked dry. The crucibles were put into a 

clean glass pan, and no more than 25 ml demineralizing solution were added. 

Demineralizing solution removes deposited manganese and iron oxides. The 

contents were stirred and then allowed to sit for 5 minutes. The crucibles were 

sucked dry, and refilled with demineralizing solution, stirred and allowed to sit 

for another 5 minutes. If the sample was not completely white by that time this 

step was repeated one more time. After the samples were white and sucked diy 

of demineralizing solution, the crucibles were filled with 80% ethanol and the 

contents washed, and sucked dry. This step was repeated once more. Finally the 

contents were washed twice in a similar manner with acetone, sucked dry and 

put in the oven overnight at 100°C. The weight was recorded as PML residue. 

The contents were combusted for 3.5 hours at 550°C, weighed and recorded as 

insoluble ash. 

http:100/0.35
http:100/0.35
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Lignin was measured as weight loss by these treatments, whereas cellulose 

was determined as the weight loss upon ashing. 

%Cellulose = (PML residue - insoluble ash) * 100/0.35 g. 

%Lignin = (ADF dry weight - PML residue) * 100/0.35 g 

%Silica = (insoluble ash - crucible weight) * 100/0.35 g 

The difference between the original weight that was weighed into the tubes and 

the NDF dry weight represents the non-fibrous cell compounds. 

2) Statistical Analysis and Models 

The field dry mass data were analyzed statistically using the analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) in Statgrafics 6.0. The 95% confidence interval was used. 

Missing data had to be estimated, to obtain equal sample sizes. For each lost 

replicate the average of the other two replicates was inserted. This lead to the 

loss of one degree of freedom for each estimate. To examine the effect of the 

depth, every pond was analyzed separately. This design is known as a strip-plot, 

the frames were treated as blocks. Then the data of each pond were combined 

and the effect of the plant species growing in the ponds was investigated. 

Therefore every single time point was analyzed separately because of the 

complications of the experimental design (Roger Higdon 1993, Dept. of 

Statistics, Oregon State University, pers. comm.). 

The effect of time was examined by fitting mathematical models. Data 

were fit to the single exponential model with the intercept fixed at Co = 1 

(100%). Model I: 

http:100/0.35
http:100/0.35
http:100/0.35
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eq. 4Mt/Mo = e k*t 

where MI is the remaining dry mass. Mo is the original dry mass, and t is the 

incubation time. K is the decay coefficient. Model I was utilized to receive k-

values that could be compared to others from the literature. Better fit was 

obtained using model II, the asymptotic model: 

Mt/Mo = (A + (Mo-A) *e-k*`)/M0 eq. 5 

The value A had to be estimated from the data, using the sum of squared errors 

(SSE) of the non-transformed data as a measure of fit. This portion represents 

the fraction of the mass which does not show decay in the time frame of the 

experiment. Model II was fit to the data, excluding the time point at t = 0 days, 

since the leaching was assumed a separate process. Model II was estimated to 

minimize SSE excluding the values of the starting time. Model II was also fit to 

the separate fractions of the cell wall and the cell contents. For the cell contents 

the value at time = 0 was ignored to exclude the leaching, for the determination 

of the model for hemicellulose and cellulose all values were used, and to fit the 

model to the lignin fraction the value at time = 2 days was left out to decrease 

the effect of the lignin artifact. 
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V. Results 

A) Field Study 

The statistical analysis revealed no significant difference between depth or 

planted species for the experiment conducted in the ponds. The ANOVA tables 

and graphs for visual comparison of the depth, and plant species effect can be 

found in Appendix A. Tables 1 and 2 show the results of the dry mass and fiber 

analysis for cattail and bulrush plant material respectively. For further analysis 

the data of all ponds and the two depths ranges were combined. Figure 1 shows 

the overall average of the recovered dry mass and the standard deviations for 

both tested species plotted versus time. Both species decay exponentially with 

time. Cattail and bulrush decay curves appear to be asymptotical to values of 

approximately 37 and 53 % respectively in the time frame of the experiment. 

Bulrush plant material decays more slowly than cattail plant material. The fiber 

compositions from the field experiments are shown in Figures 2 for cattail and 3 

for bulrush plant material. The leaching study in the field showed the greatest 

mass loss during the first day for cattail (19.5%) and during the first 2 days for 

bulrush (10%). The initial loss is mainly due to a decrease of non-fibrous 

material (cell contents). The mass loss seems to accelerate again after 4 days of 

incubation in the case of the cattail incubation. This could indicate the start of 

the biodegradation. The first sampling time for the long term study was set after 

2 days of incubation (Fig. 2a and 3a). Hemicellulose and cellulose seemed to 

start decaying later. Significant reduction of these compounds can be seen in the 

graphs at the second time point (at 21 days for cattail and at 42 days for 

bulrush). Both species showed an initial increase in lignin (second day), the so 

called lignin artifact as described earlier, lignin did not decay significantly during 

the experiment. Silica was in the range of the sensitivity of the measurement and 

no trend was visible. 
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Table 3 shows the regression outputs with constants and coefficients for 

the 2 applied models. As a measure of fit the sum of the squared errors (SSE) of 

the original non-transformed data was used. Model I shows very weak fit. 

Significant improvement of the SSE was achieved in model II. The SSE in model 

II was only about -10% of model I in the case of cattail and about 37% in the 

case of bulrush. Figure 4 shows the average data and the two models for cattail 

and bulrush respectively. Fitting model II to each component of the cell wall and 

the cell compounds showed how the value A from model II for the remaining dry 

mass is composed (Tab. 4, Fig. 5). Each fiber fraction and the cell compounds 

had an asymptote above 0, except for the lignin fraction of bulrush, where not 

sufficient data were available to fit a satisfactory model. Summing up the A-

values of all fractions, the overall A-value is 35.7% for cattail, and 45% for 

bulrush. 

After the first two days of the field incubation some bags were damaged 

by nutria. Two bags containing cattail disappeared, some others were ripped 

open. Nutria is a large rodent which also destroys the plant material in the 

facility. Fences around the cat walks were constructed immediately, and further 

damage was avoided. 

No invertebrate colonization was found during the first 4 sampling times. 

However in February when the last sample was collected after 24 weeks, all the 

bags contained several individuals of an invertebrate species. This species could 

not be preserved for identification. The organism was 1 to 2 cm long, 

approximately 0.5 to 1 mm thick and translucent of red color. Outside the water 

and the plant litter it was curled up. The description indicates that it was an 

insect larvae of the family of Chironomidae (order Diptera; Tracy Anderson 

1993, Dept. of Entomology, Oregon State University, pers. comm.). Some species 

of this family contain hemoglobin which is responsible for the red color. They are 

known to tolerate relatively poor dissolved oxygen conditions. Chironomid larvae 

ingest 28 particulate organic matter (debris). 

The measured water temperature in two depths is plotted in Fig. 6. 

Appendix A10 shows the weekly temperature average. The highest weekly 
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average temperature at the 25 cm depth was measured as 19.9°C at the 

beginning of September. The minimum weekly average was measured from 

January 5 to January 11, 1993 at 4.5°C in 25 cm and 3.3°C in 5 cm depth. The 

ponds surface froze twice during the incubation, first beginning of December, 

and again in the middle of January. In October the surface water temperature 

was higher than the temperature in 25 cm depths. During the months of 

December and January the temperature profile was inverted. The files from 

September in 5 cm depth were lost. The typical temperature gradient as seen in 

summer and early fall could not be shown. 

The 24 hour dissolved oxygen measurements (see Table 5, Fig. 6) in 5 

and 25 cm depth was conducted in the middle of each of 5 month from October 

through February. The November files and the file from 5 cm depth for October 

were lost. In October there were still anaerobic conditions present in 25 cm 

depth. During the last three months all the results in both depths showed aerobic 

conditions. In January and February the measurements were conducted after the 

ice on the ponds surface had melted. December was the only month were a 

significant difference in oxygen concentrations between the two depths was 

recorded. Data from the effluent analysis are shown in Table 6. 

B) Laboratory Incubation 

The plant material incubated in the laboratory study was of a smaller 

particle size than the material exposed in the ponds. Thus the leaching occurred 

during the first 24 hours in both species, and removed more dry mass than in the 

field study during the same time period. Approximately 26% of the cattail dry 

mass, and 23% of the bulrush dry mass disappeared by leaching. No difference in 

leaching was found between aerobic and anaerobic incubations of either species. 

Figure 7 shows the dry mass of both species plotted versus time. ANOVA results 

are presented in Appendix B. The aerobic incubation of cattail showed significant 
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decrease of dry mass with time. However the decline in dry mass of the same 

material in the anaerobic incubation was not significant. In the aerobic 

incubation of bulrush material only the dry mass at the last time point (120 

days) was significantly lower than all the others. In the anaerobic bulrush 

incubation the last time point was also the only significant different, but the dry 

mass of this particular sample was even higher than at the other times. This last 

time point was the reason why the oxygen effect turned out to be significant in 

the ANOVA. The t-test showed, that neither the coefficient (k-value) of the 

aerobic, nor the anaerobic incubation is significant. 

The fiber analysis (Tab. 7, Fig. 8 and 9) revealed that the initial loss of 

dry mass during leaching was due to a decrease in cell contents, and a slight 

decrease in hemicellulose in all incubations. The absolute amount of lignin was 

increased in all tests after the first day (lignin artifact). During the aerobic 

incubation of cattail the lignin first increased about 50% until after day 15, then 

started to decline, and was below the initial value at the last time point. 

Cellulose decreased constantly to about 30% of the original amount after 120 

days. Hemicellulose disappeared almost completely, only 6% were left at the end 

of the incubation. The cell contents were first reduced from 31.6% to 7.4% after 

the first day (leaching), then stayed below 10% of original dry mass until day 

30. At 120 days however the cell contents were at 21.5% of original dry mass. In 

the anaerobic cattail incubation only the cell contents and the cellulose showed a 

decrease between start and end of the experiment, although the amount of cell 

contents did not change after the first day. Lignin increased to a maximum at 30 

days, and decreased again, until it reached the initial value at 120 days. 

Comparing the treatment of cattail, each compound except the cell contents had 

decreased significantly more during the aerobic incubation than during the 

anaerobic incubation. 

The aerobic incubation of bulrush showed decrease of cell contents only at 

the first day. Hemicellulose declined gradually from 29.3% initially to 20.7% by 

the end of the study. Cellulose increased slightly during the incubation and 

decreased again to a value only slightly below the initial percentage. The lignin 
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fraction increased throughout the first half of the experiment, and stayed 

constant during the second half. At the end of the anaerobic incubation the cell 

contents were about at the same value, as they were after day one. 

Hemicellulose had decreased approximately 5.5% of the original dry mass. 

Cellulose was only 1.5% of the original dry mass below its initial value, and 

lignin had risen approximately 4% of the original dry mass. Although the 

remaining dry mass stayed about the same, the cell contents and the 

hemicellulose were always higher in the anaerobic incubation, while the cellulose 

and the lignin fraction were higher in the aerobic incubation. The regression 

output and the parameters of the models are listed in Table 8. The models for 

cattail are plotted in Figure 10 and in Figure 11 for bulrush. 

C) Plant Senescence Study 

The senescence study in connection with the photographs of the plants 

growing in the wetland (see Appendices C3 and C4) was conducted to see, when 

plants start to die, and add debris and soluble organic compounds (BOD) to the 

water. The results from the fiber analysis are shown in Table 9. 

From 30 labeled cattail plants 27 were measured monthly. No nutria 

damage was found. In January all plants were completely dry. The maximum 

height was reached in August, with an average of 226.9 ± 22.9 cm. Dead plant 

material entered the aquatic system in two ways. The outer leaves break 

completely of and disappear in the water. In February the average plant still had 

83.4% of the maximum amount of leaves in August. The other leaves break close 

to the leaf tips and drop pieces into the water, which leads to loss in height. In 

February the average plant height was 64.7% of the maximum average height in 

August. The average height and the average number of total and dry leaves is 

shown in Figure 12. Table 10 shows a summary of the monthly measurement of 

labeled cattail plants. The raw data are presented in Appendix Cl. 
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Bulrush plants still showed green spots in February. In August 117 

flowering plants were labeled. The major part of plant material which entered 

the water was due to nutria. The plants got chopped of above the water surface 

and floated on the water surface. The most plants disappeared because of this in 

September (33 plants) and October (17 plants). Only 49 plants out of 150 were 

not affected by nutria at the end of the observation. The changes in these plants 

occurred in form of shrinking, cracking, and dropping pieces into the water. 

Twenty-four plants still had the dry flowers at the end of the stem, and could be 

taken to estimate the shrinking. Plants decreased in height at an average of 2.52 

cm per plant and month, without dropping litter into the water. The maximum 

height was reached in September with an average of 187.4 ± 27.7 cm. In 

February the average height was 84.1% of the maximum average height in 

September. The average height is shown in Figure 13. The data of the 

measurement of the 49 plants left in february is shown in Appendix C2. The 

summary of all plants is presented in Table 11. 
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VI. Discussion 

Model I is known for not showing a very good fit of the data (Webster & 

Benfield 1986). Looking at the graphs of the data from this study (Fig. 4, 10, 

and 11), it becomes apparent, that the k-values are highly dependent on the time 

range of the experiment. In Table 3 a regression is listed, were only 84 days 

were analyzed. The k-value increased by 75%. For the decomposition rates listed 

in the review by Webster & Benfield (1986), the same model, but no fixed time 

frame was used (Benfield 1993, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, pers. comm.). 

However this model was used to compare decay rates. Table 12 shows the by 

Webster and Benfield 1986 summarized k-values in comparison to the k-values 

found in this study. The decay rates are listed in ascending order. Except for this 

study, all the rates were determined in natural aquatic systems. As mentioned by 

Webster and Benfield decay rates are the highest in rivers, lower in lakes, and 

the lowest in wetlands. Both k-values found in this field study, for bulrush and 

cattail, are among the largest on the list, comparable to values obtained from 

studies in lakes and rivers. A reason for this might be the temperature of the 

waste water, which is constantly higher than the water temperature of natural 

aquatic systems. Another factor might be the nutrients, that come with the waste 

water, and support decay processes. A way to make use of model I would be, to 

standardize the procedure, with a fixed time frame. The data from the list would 

have to be summarized again, including the time points, which were chosen. 

The plant material seems to decay with at least three different rates. First 

and fastest is the leaching, slowing after two days. One fraction seems to decay 

at an unnoticeable rate in the time frame of this experiment. The third fraction is 

decaying at an intermediate rate, which was best described by model II. This 

model assumes a portion of non-degradable compound in the plant material. The 

constant A estimates the percentage of the plant material which does not decline 

significantly during the run of this experiment. These fractions amount to 37% of 

the original dry mass in the cattail and 53% of the original dry mass in bulrush 
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material. Part of this portion is very likely the lignocellulose complex, with only 

fractions of the cellulose and hemicellulose accessible to biodegradation. But also 

the cell compound fraction seems to remain constant after 42 days in the case of 

cattail. This could partially be organisms, that settled on the decaying material, 

and show up as non-fibrous compound in the analysis. In the aerobic incubation 

of cattail the cell compounds even increased again towards the end of the 

experiment. During the filtering of these samples a purplish-blue material, very 

likely microorganisms, settled on the filter and clogged the pores. The unfiltered 

sample had to be dried and analyzed. It showed a high percentage of cell 

contents, and a very reduced fibrous fraction. The hemicellulose disappeared 

almost completely, cellulose and lignin were decreased significantly. This 

indicates high microbial activity. Fraction A could still be biodegrading at a non-

detectable rate. Continuing the incubation for a longer time (at least a year) 

could reveal the rate at which this fraction is decaying. Fitting model II to each 

component of the cell wall and the cell compounds showed how the value A 

from model II for the remaining dry mass is composed (Tab. 4, Fig. 5). Summing 

up the A-values of all fractions, the overall A-value is 35.7% for cattail (still not 

considering silica of approximately 1%), and 45% for bulrush. The A-value from 

the dry mass analysis of cattail with 36.8% is well explained with this result. For 

the bulrush fiber analysis the sum of the Asymptotic values with only 45% does 

not get very close to the A-value from the dry mass analysis with 54%. This gap 

could be explained with the A-value of 0 for the lignin fraction. The lignin 

artifact made it impossible to determine this value adequately, since there were 

not enough data points left to fit the model. 

Prior to the long term experiment in the field, no dissolved oxygen could 

be found in water depths below 15 cm. It was assumed, that there is more 

oxygen available close to the surface, than in 20 to 30 cm depth. This is why 

two different depth ranges were chosen to examine decomposition rates. 

However this oxygen gradient was not found in late fall and winter, neither was 

there a difference in decay rates. To see whether or not DO has influence on 
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biodegradation rates in different depths, a study would have to be conducted 

through summer, and DO would have to be monitored closely in different depths. 

The incubations in the field cannot be compared directly to the 

incubations in the laboratory. Several parameters were varying at the same time. 

The plant material particle size was smaller in the laboratory incubation, than 

they were in the field (<1 mm in the laboratory versus 5 to 8 cm in length in 

the field). Therefore a higher surface area was directly exposed and a greater 

initial mass loss was found in these samples. The analyzed particle size in the 

case of the field study was greater than 2 mm in diameter, determined by the 

mesh size. The filters used for the aerobic and anaerobic incubations had 50 Arn 

pores. In the last aerobic cattail samples, which could not be filtered anymore, 

even the smallest particles were still showing up in the dry mass. Other differing 

parameters between field and laboratory were temperature, dissolved oxygen 

concentration, flow conditions, water exchange (missing in the laboratory), and 

the different availability of organisms, like insect larvae, and eventually microbes. 

The laboratory study posed several difficulties. The first 2 to 3 days, the 

temperature exceeded 40°C. After regulating the heater it became clear, that this 

was caused by the shaker itself, which was overheating the room. The door had 

to be left open and a broader temperature range (20 to 30°C) had to be 

accepted. The effect of the overheating on the population in the flasks is 

unknown. The aerobic incubation of the bulrush material showed a significant 

decrease in dry mass in the last time point. Although the t-test shows a non

significant coefficient, this last time point should not just be neglected. It is not 

only one out of 5 time points, but also the time covered since the 4th time point 

is 50% of the time range of the experiment. It is not sure if this is an artifact, or 

if decomposition started late, eventually after new microbes entered the liquid 

from the environment. In contrary to the aerobic incubation the flasks for the 

anaerobic incubation were tightly sealed and unaccessible for microorganisms. 

Occasional fluctuations in the fiber contents (e.g. unexplained 2-3% 

increases in cellulose) are due to experimental error. These variations were found 

after analyzing the same sample a second time. A reason for this could be the 
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fluctuating temperature in the laboratory, which made it difficult to obtain 

consistent boiling of the samples. The harvested plant material was fresh and 

green, and did not represent the composition of the plant material which is 

available for decomposition in winter. Table 10 shows the fiber composition of 

the cattail and bulrush plants as they were harvested each month. These data 

represent the composition of the material, if it had entered the water during that 

month. The cell contents were the highest in July and August. From then on the 

fiber fraction increased, and with it the degradability decreased. Dead cattail 

plant parts started to enter the water in September, in form of whole leaves, 

breaking off the plants. In December the input into the water by dropping leaf 

tips was the greatest, it was still very high in January. Most of the bulrush plants 

died through nutria damage. Input into the water by breaking off tips was small. 

Bulrush plants from the prior year can be seen far into summer of the following 

year, still standing in the water. The environment had different temperatures at 

the start of the experiment, than would have been present if the experiment had 

been started in late fall, winter and spring. In other studies an increase in 

decomposition rates was shown in spring and summer, when the temperature 

increased again. This effect of temperature was not investigated in this study. 

Assuming that the rates do not increase in spring, due to higher 

temperatures, model II predicts, that about 36.8% cattail and 53% bulrush 

material from the previous year will still be in the water, when the input of the 

next generation of dead plant material starts. Decay of plant material older than 

one year can not be predicted with the available results. Therefore the decay rate 

of the slowly degrading material would have to be determined. A decay rate of 0 

for 37 and 53% of the material is not logical. 
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VII. Condusions & Recommendations 

The k-values determined after model I are higher than the ones found in 

studies in natural aquatic systems. But this result has to be regarded carefully 

because of the dependency of the model on the time frame of the measurement. 

A standard procedure would be of advantage to obtain more dependable k-values 

for comparison. This procedure should include fixed time points and a fixed time 

frame. 

Model II predicts 37% remaining dry mass for cattail and 54% for bulrush. 

Since the experiment was not conducted through summer, it cannot be predicted, 

whether or not the decomposition accelerates again with rising temperatures. 

More reliable predictions could be done, if a decomposition study was conducted 

for at least one year. The analysis of the remaining dry mass is not very 

complicated. The results of another half a year at least could be of great value 

for predictions of accumulation rates. After half a year of decomposition the 

further time points could be spaced wider, than they were in this study. 

The loss in dry mass happens in at least 3 different rates. The fastest is 

the leaching, followed by the decay of a fraction composed of cell compounds, 

hemicellulose, and cellulose. The decay rate of this fraction was determined with 

model II. The last fraction, described by the value A in model II, did not decay 

significantly during the time frame of this study. Prolonging the incubation to at 

least one year, could yield a better description of this fraction. 

The aerobic and anaerobic incubations in the laboratory led to as 

conflicting results as already described in the literature. Oxygen seemed to have 

an effect on cattail but not on bulrush material. In the field no oxygen effect 

could be examined, since the oxygen gradient was no longer present in late fall 

and winter. The planted species had no effect on the degradation rates. The 

senescence study showed main input of debris in form of leaf pieces, breaking off 

from the tips for cattail. This shows, that the incubation of pieces instead of 

whole plants is appropriate. Most bulrush plants became a victim of nutria. 
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Debris input starts in November. This seems to be a proper time to start a 

decomposition study. 
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Table 1: Remaining dry mass and fiber content after incubation of cattail plant 
material in the field.
Values are given in % of original dry mass.

experiment 
or location 

time 
(d) 

remaining 
dry mass stds 

cell hemi
n contents cellulose cellulose lignin silica 

leach 0 100 0.81 2 31.57 30.16 29.34 8.93 0.00 

experiment 1 

2 
85.27 
82.98 

1.99 
0.81 

5 
5 

14.90 
12.66 

30.01 
28.93 

31.71 
32.06 

8.65 
9.32 

0.00 
0.00 

3 81.44 2.19 5 12.06 30.60 31.07 7.70 0.00 

4 79.16 1.66 5 14.51 29.39 28.44 6.77 0.05 

6 72.68 3.95 5 16.26 25.06 24.75 6.33 0.27 

8 65.72 4.99 5 15.43 21.64 21.14 7.18 0.33 

cattail 0 100 0.81 2 31.91 30.16 29.34 8.93 0.00 

ponds 
0 to 10 

2 
21 

82.00 
52.27 

0.96 
2.72 

6 
6 

12.88 
11.08 

25.22 
16.21 

31.17 
17.09 

12.24 
7.35 

0.49 
0.54 

cm 42 40.25 5.20 6 7.57 11.67 13.50 7.30 0.22 

depth 84 40.19 0.68 5 8.09 10.68 13.54 7.63 0.32 

168 37.13 4.20 6 7.64 9.97 12.19 7.11 0.23 

cattail 0 100 0.81 2 31.91 30.16 29.34 8.93 0.00 

ponds 
20 to 30 

2 
21 

79.66 
51.75 

2.39 
3.84 

6 
6 

12.87 
11.08 

24.08 
16.00 

30.64 
16.73 

11.33 
7.38 

0.75 
0.56 

cm 42 42.89 0.81 6 8.24 12.69 14.16 7.64 0.16 

depth 84 41.74 4.51 5 7.72 11.35 14.60 7.79 0.47 

168 37.05 2.53 6 7.36 9.86 12.39 7.23 0.21 

bulrush 0 100 0.81 2 31.91 30.16 29.34 8.93 0.00 

ponds 
0 to 10 

2 
21 

81.19 
55.05 

1.47 
4.25 

6 
6 

11.42 
11.05 

27.00 
16.70 

30.40 
18.05 

11.52 
8.65 

0.85 
0.61 

cm 42 41.93 4.09 6 7.50 12.55 14.01 7.48 0.39 

depth 84 38.66 3.21 6 7.77 10.16 13.09 6.89 0.75 

168 38.64 2.90. 6 7.94 9.81 11.81 6.93 2.14 

bulrush 0 100 0.81 2 31.91 30.16 29.34 8.93 0.00 

ponds 
20 to 30 

2 
21 

79.25 
53.59 

3.12 
4.09 

6 
6 

12.90 
12.51 

24.26 
15.98 

29.89 
17.21 

11.64 
7.18 

0.56 
0.72 

cm 42 42.93 3.80 6 7.65 13.28 14.19 7.34 0.48 

depth 84 37.88 2.44 6 7.99 9.48 13.04 6.57 0.81 

168 34.33 5.35 6 7.18 8.71 10.60 6.16 1.68 
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Table 2: Remaining dry mass and fiber content after incubation of bulrush plant 
material in the field.
Values are given in % of original dry mass.

experiment time remaining cell hemi
or location (d) dry mass stds n contents cellulose cellulose lignin silica 

leach 0 100.00 0.04 3 28.57 29.34 31.96 9.16 0.96 
experiment 1 96.48 1.90 5 20.84 33.78 31.84 7.66 2.36 

2 90.13 3.04 5 18.57 31.75 30.53 6.06 3.22 
3 89.45 1.53 4 16.79 34.09 30.18 5.51 2.88 
4 86.41 1.80 5 14.99 31.71 30.23 6.78 2.70 
6 86.78 2.79 5 15.43 32.78 29.87 6.65 2.06 
8 82.84 3.24 5 15.11 28.16 28.06 9.14 2.37 

cattail 0 100.00 0.04 3 28.57 29.34 31.96 9.16 0.96 
ponds 2 90.70 2.18 6 17.34 29.29 32.63 10.15 1.29 
0 to 10 cm 42 69.13 4.36 6 12.95 20.97 23.34 10.28 1.60 
depth 168 57.46 5.43 6 10.19 19.66 19.30 7.87 0.43 

cattail 0 100.00 0.04 3 28.57 29.34 31.96 9.16 0.96 
ponds 2 90.19 4.06 6 16.99 29.48 32.40 10.39 0.92 
20 to 30 cm 42 67.68 7.67 6 12.76 20.32 23.95 9.17 1.49 
depth 168 54.85 8.15 6 9.63 18.75 18.06 7.91 0.49 

bulrush 0 100.00 0.04 3 28.57 29.34 31.96 9.16 0.96 
ponds 2 88.44 3.07 6 17.65 25.17 32.21 11.14 2.27 
0 to 10 cm 42 71.69 4.69 6 11.82 23.45 25.63 9.37 1.43 
depth 168 50.09 4.67 6 10.67 15.64 15.46 7.49 0.84 

bulrush 0 100.00 0.04 3 28.57 29.34 31.96 9.16 0.96 
ponds 2 90.22 1.71 6 17.60 25.86 32.84 11.37 2.55 
20 to 30 cm 42 67.96 7.86 6 13.15 21.05 22.74 9.20 1.83 
depth 168 54.39 3.68 6 9.79 18.83 17.44 8.13 0.19 
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Figure 1: Overall average of recovered dry mass (%) for cattail and bulrush plant 
material after long term incubation in the field. 
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Figure 2: Results from the fiber analysis of the cattail decomposition in the field. 
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Figure 3: Results from the fiber analysis of the bulrush decomposition in the 
field. 
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Table 3: Regression output and parameters for the models of the field 
decomposition study. 

Model I Model II 

168 168 

0 53.01 

0 3.6489 
0.1401 0.0001 

0.6951 1.0000 
96 3 
95 1 

0.0040 0.0207 
0.0002 0.0000 

yes yes 
- 53.03 

10046.25 3779.92 
10046.25 2022.73 

time frame (d) 

A 

LN(Mo) 
Std Err of Y Est 
R Squared 
n 

Degrees of Freedom 
k (1/d) 
Std Err of Coef. 
f-test (95%) 

%prediction for t=365 d 
SSE* 
SSE (t=0 excluded)* 

Model I 

168 

0 

0 
0.3559 
0.1459 

144 
143 

0.0079 
0.0004 

sign. 

59867.7 
59867.7 

Model II 

84 168 

0 
0 

0.2517 
0.5397 

120 
119 

0.0138 
0.0005 

sign. 

36.77 
3.8961 

0.5827 
0.9717 

5 
3 

0.0448 
0.0044 

sign. 

36.77 
6513.1 

1796.0 

* calculated from original non-transformed data 
Model I: Mt/Mo = exp(-k*t) 
Model II: Mt/Mo = (A + (Mo-A) * exp(-k*t))/Mo 
A, Mo, and Mt are in % of original dry mass 
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Figure 4: Graphical presentation of the models from the field decomposition. 
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Table 4: Regression output and parameters for the models of the fiber analysis of 
the field decomposition study. 

A

SSE*
SSE (t=0 excl.)*
LN(Mo)
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom
k (1/d)
Std Err of Coef.

a) CATTAIL DECOMPOSITION 

Cell 
Compounds 

7.53 
308.42 

4.55 
1.9391 
1.2041 
0.9171 

5 
3 

0.0526 
0.0091 

Hemicellulose 

9.58 
8.72 
8.16 

2.9871 
0.3292 
0.9895 

6 
4 

0.0444 
0.0023 

Cellulose 

11.74 
13.19 
8.61 

2.9828 
0.7422 
0.9474 

6 
4 

0.0437 
0.0052 

Lignin 

6.84 
8.83 
8.82 

0.6920 
0.4351 
0.9580 

5 
3 

0.0271 
0.0033 

b) BULRUSH DECOMPOSITION 

Cell 
Compounds Hemicellulose Cellulose Lignin 

A 

SSE* 
SSE (t=0 excl.)* 
LN(Mo) 
Std Err of Y Est 
R Squared 
No. of Observations 
Degrees of Freedom 
k (1/d) 

9.96 
116.34 

0.00 
2.0574 
0.0009 
1.0000 

3 
1 

0.0253 

18.13 
0.86 
0.52 

2.3627 
0.0672 
0.9994 

4 
2 

0.0283 

16.92 
0.65 
0.37 

2.7456 
0.0375 
0.9996 

4 
2 

0.0189 

0 
1.98 
1.87 

2.2499 
0.0589 
0.8316 

3 
1 

0.0011 
Std Err of Coef. 6.9806E-06 0.0005 0.0003 0.0005 

* calculated from non-transformed data 
Equation: Mt/Mo = (A + (Mo-A) * exp(-k*t))/Mo 
A, Mo, and Mt are in % of original dry mass. 
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Figure 5: Graphical presentation of the models from the fiber analysis of the
decomposition in the field.
Filled squares and solid line represent cattail, empty squares and dashed lines
represent bulrush; symbols are observed data, and lines show the model.
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Table 5: Air and water temperature, and dissolved oxygen, measured in the
middle of each month.
Values are one days average, measured in pond 4.

5 cm depth: 

air temperature (C) 
water temperature (C) 
dissolved oxygen (mg/I) 

25 cm depth 

air temperature (C) 
water temperature (C) 
dissolved oxygen (mg/I) 

October 

8.66 
15.91 

-0.26 

December 

7.49 
9.34 
0.91 

4.07 
8.20 

0.17 

January February 

-1.23 8.14 
4.86 11.08 
1.66 1.95 

-0.32 7.35 
5.89 10.44 
1.76 1.88 
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Figure 6: Water temperature, and dissolved oxygen during the field incubation. 
The measurement was conducted in pond 4. 
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Table 6: Approximate effluent analysis from Pope & Talbot, Inc.. 

31k, POPE & TALBOT. INC. 

TO: Jim Moore
Oregon State University

FM: Roger Sherwood 

DT: October 3, 1990 

RE Approximate Effluent Analysis 

PARAMETER 

BOD5 

COD 
TOC 
TSS 

Ammonia 

Winter Temperature 

Summer Temperature 

pH 
Nitrate/Nitrite 

Organic N 
Oil and Grease 

Phosphorus 

Sulfate 

Sulfide 

Sulfite 

Fe 

Mg 

Mn 

RANGE UNITS 

10 - 30 mg/I 

300 500 mg/I 

100 - 300 mg/I 

15 - 30 mg/I 

0.5 - 1.0 mg/I

20 25 °C

27 - 30 °C
6 - 9 pH units 

0.1 - 0.5 mg/1 

5 - 10 mg/I 

1 - 5 mg/1 

0.5 - 1.0 mg/1

50 - 100 mg/I

0.1 - 0.2 mg./1 

0.2 0.5 mg/1 

1 - 5 mg/1 

5 -10 mg/1 

0.5 - 1 mg/I 
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Table 7: Fiber analysis of the decomposition study after aerobic and anaerobic 
incubation in the laboratory.
Values are given in % of original dry mass.

a) CATTAIL DECOMPOSITION 

time remaining cell hemi
treatment (days) dry mass n contents cellulose cellulose lignin silica 

aerobic O 100 2 31.57 30.16 29.34 8.93 0.00 
1 73.91 2 7.37 25.38 28.32 12.58 0.26 
15 65.48 2 6.54 20.75 26.02 12.04 0.14 
30 61.55 1 9.00 18.60 23.48 9.83 0.64 
120 39.65 2 21.50 1.83 9.87 6.45 0.00 

anaerobic O 100 2 31.57 30.16 29.34 8.93 0.00 
1 73.28 2 6.26 29.83 26.51 10.38 0.30 
15 72.77 2 5.47 27.83 27.36 11.72 0.40 
30 71.70 2 6.57 25.43 27.33 12.07 0.31 
60 71.00 2 6.64 26.69 26.40 11.07 0.20 

120 71.20 2 6.52 29.96 25.52 8.98 0.22 

b) BULRUSH DECOMPOSITION 

time remaining cell hemi
treatment (d) dry mass n contents cellulose cellulose lignin silica 

aerobic O 100.00 3 28.57 29.34 31.96 9.16 0.96 
1 76.86 2 5.53 24.32 31.86 13.38 1.77 

15 75.56 2 4.55 23.06 32.76 13.46 1.74 
30 76.38 2 4.73 22.55 33.08 14.08 1.94 
60 77.09 2 5.41 21.86 32.96 14.89 1.97 
120 72.06 2 5.36 20.72 29.20 14.83 1.94 

anaerobic O 100.00 3 28.57 29.34 31.96 9.16 0.96 
1 76.58 2 9.13 24.60 29.22 11.01 2.61 
15 76.90 2 8.48 27.32 28.19 10.23 2.68 
30 76.60 2 6.93 24.74 30.08 13.07 1.78 
60 76.58 2 6.26 25.25 30.41 12.92 1.74 
120 77.88 2 8.71 23.95 29.46 13.13 2.63 
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Figure 7: Average remaining dry mass after aerobic and anaerobic incubation of 
cattail and bulrush plant material. 
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Figure 8: Fiber content of cattail plant material after decomposition. 
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Figure 9: Fiber content of bulrush plant material after decomposition. 
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Table 8: Regression output and parameters for the models of the laboratory 
decomposition study. 

a) CATTAIL Aerobic Incubation: Anaerobic Incubation: 
Model I Model II Model I Model II 

A 0 27.36 0 70.44 
LN(Mo) 0 3.8404 0 0.7825 
Std Err of Y Est 0.2429 0.0301 0.2173 0.4914 
R Squared 0.4750 0.9983 -1.6000 0.6272 
No. of Observations 5 4 6 5 
Degrees of Freedom 4 2 5 3 
k (1/d) 0.0085 0.0111 0.0040 0.0117 
Std Err of Coef. 0.0019 0.0003 0.0016 0.0052 
t-test (95%) sign. sign. sign. n.s. 
%predicted for t=365d 28.18 70.47 
SSE* 16275.0 683.7 1586.0 750.4 
SSE (t=0 excluded)* 16275.0 2.6 1586.0 1.1 

b) BULRUSH Aerobic Incubation Anaerobic Incubation 
Model I Model ll Model I Model II 

A 0 0 0 0 
LN(Mo) 0 4.3462 0 4.3426 
Std Err of Y Est 0.1774 0.0192 0.1832 0.0047 
R Squared -1.2987 0.6377 -1.9092 0.6802 
No. of Observations 6 5 6 5 
Degrees of Freedom 5 3 5 3 
k (1/d) 0.0035 0.0005 0.0030 0 
Std Err of Coef. 0.0013 0.0002 0.0013 0.0001 
t-test (95%) sign. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
%predicted for t=365d 65.07 76.91 
SSE* 1133.5 527.0 1214.1 534.5 
SSE (t=0 excluded)* 1133.5 6.33 1214.1 1.25 

* calculated from original non-transformed data 
Model I: Mt/Mo = exp(-k*t) ; forced through 100 % 
Model II: Mt/Mo = (A + (Mo-A) * exp(-k*t))/Mo 
A, Mo, and Mt are in % of original dry mass 
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Figure 10: Graphical representation of the models for the cattail decomposition 
in the laboratory study. 
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Figure 11: Graphical representation of the models for the bulrush decomposition 
in the laboratory study. 
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Table 9: Results from the fiber analysis of monthly harvested cattail and bulrush 
plants.
Values are given in percent of dry mass.

a) Cattail Plants 

cell hemi
month dry mass contents cellulose cellulose lignin silica 

August 100 28.59 28.84 28.79 13.79 0.00 
October 100 23.47 29.66 32.59 14.29 0.80 
November 100 23.37 29.26 32.01 15.36 1.09 
December 100 22.01 26.67 34.60 16.71 0.70 
January 100 21.08 29.76 34.12 15.03 0.18 
February 100 20.96 29.81 35.19 14.04 0.03 

b) Bulrush Plants 

cell hemi
month dry mass contents cellulose cellulose lignin silica 

July 100 28.57 29.73 32.00 8.50 1.20 
August 100 27.17 31.89 29.81 9.93 1.20 
September 100 18.49 31.09 37.79 11.59 1.06 
October 100 24.99 24.40 36.04 12.64 1.93 
November 100 25.14 23.03 35.86 12.54 3.43 
December 100 23.23 25.59 33.96 12.76 4.47 
January 100 20.88 22.98 37.21 14.24 4.69 
February 100 22.44 27.30 34.67 11.49 4.10 
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Table 10: Summary of the monthly measurement of labeled cattail plants in the 
field: average height (cm), average total number of leaves and average number 
of dry leaves per plant. 

# of leaves # of leaves 
month height stds total stds dry stds n 

July 186.70 15.92 14.19 1.27 1.37 0.74 27 

August 226.92 22.93 16.29 2.16 1.75 0.94 24 
change +40.21 +2.11 +0.38 

September 224.70 24.80 16.00 2.02 3.26 1.58 27 
change -2.21 -0.29 +1.51 

October 225.30 24.76 15.41 1.99 4.96 1.89 27 
change +0.59 -0.59 +1.70 

November 215.44 33.52 14.81 2.15 8.19 2.43 27 
change -9.85 -0.59 +3.22 

December 180.67 24.86 14.37 2.27 11.74 2.55 27 
change -34.78 -0.44. +3.56 

January 156.19 27.27 14.04 2.14 14.04 2.14 26 
change -24.47 -0.33 +2.30 

February 146.83 25.53 13.58 1.91 13.58 1.91 24 
change -9.36 -0.46 -0.46 
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Figure 12: Monthly measurement of labeled cattail in the field. 
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Table 11: Summary of the average monthly height of labeled bulrush plants in 
the field. 

Month 

average (cm)
standard deviation (cm)
number of observations
change (cm)
shrinking (cm)
litter input per plant (cm)
# of plants which:
cracked
lost flower
dissapeared

Month 

average (cm)
standard deviation (cm)
number of observations
change (cm)
shrinking (cm)
litter input per plant (cm)
# of plants which:
cracked
lost flower
dissapeared

August 

186.89 
26.20 
117 

3 

December 

172.37 
34.82 

58 
-3.97 
-1.54 
2.43 

28 
9 

1 

September 

187.37 
27.68 

84 
0.48 
-0.08 

14 
2 
33 

January 

163.79 
27.43 

53 
-8.57 
-5.96 
2.61 

29 
23 
5 

October November 

178.76 176.34 
27.41 26.25 

67 59 
-8.61 -2.42 
-2.50 -1.13 
6.11 1.30 

11 16 
8 7 
17 8 

February 

157.55 
29.57 

49 
-6.24 
-3.92 
2.32 

37 
24 
4 
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Figure 13: Monthly measurement of labeled bulrush plants in the field. 
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Table 12: Breakdown rates (k-values [day-I]) listed by Webster & Benfield 
(1986) and k-values found in this study. 
K-values are determined after model I. 

species site method k-value 

T. angustifolia wetland bag 0.0011 

T. angustifolia wetland bag 0.0012 

Typha glauca wetland bag 0.0014 

T. latifolia wetland bag 0.0016 

T. glauca wetland bag 0.0022 

T. latifolia lake bag 0.0027 

T. latifolia lake bag 0.0030 

T. spp. laboratory bottle 0.0040 

T. angustifolia wetland bag 0.0047 

T. latifolia river bag 0.0070 

T. spp. wetland bag 0.0079 

T. spp. laboratory bottle 0.0085 

T. latifolia lake bag 0.0104 

T. latifolia river bag 0.0300 

Scirpus acutus wetland other 0.0003 

S. acutus laboratory bottle 0.0030 

S. acutus laboratory bottle 0.0035 

S. acutus wetland bag 0.0040 

S. acutus lake bag 0.0091 

k-values are determined as in model I in this study 

reference 

Mason & Bryant 1975 

Mason & Bryant 1975 
Davis & van der Valk 1978 

Puriveth 1980 

Davis & van der Valk 1978 

Danell & Andersen 1982 

Boyd 1970 
this study anaerobic incubation 
Hill 1985 
Hill & Webster 1982 
this study field incubation 
this study aerobic incubation 
Webster & Simmons 1978 
Rodgers et al. 1983 

Heal & French 1974 
this study anaerobic incubation 
this study aerobic incubation 
this study field incubation 
Howard-Williams & Junk 1976 
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Appendix Al: Dry mass recovery data from the long term field study, used for 
statistical analysis.
Values are in %remaining dry mass.

a) CATTAIL DECOMPOSITION 

replica #: 1 2 3 1 2 3 

depth (cm) t(d) avg stds n 

cattail ponds: #2 #8 
0 to 10 2 82.22 83.45 81.42 81.56 80.74 82.61 82.00 0.96 6 

21 51.87 55.72 52.27 48.72 50.05 54.99 52.27 2.72 6 

42 40.63 47.29 31.44 42.84 39.11 40.18 40.25 5.20 6 

84 40.33 40.94 39.07 40.33 40.26 40.19 0.68 5 

168 41.67 36.82 33.07 31.28 40.43 39.54 37.13 4.20 6 

20 to 30 2 80.88 81.20 82.23 76.81 76.57 80.27 79.66 2.39 6 

21 56.92 48.63 55.63 47.48 52.08 49.77 51.75 3.84 6 

42 43.74 42.57 42.05 41.96 43.75 43.25 42.89 0.81 6 

84 37.00 48.69 40.90 43.18 38.92 41.74 4.51 5 

168 35.12 36.45 33.56 38.14 38.43 40.60 37.05 2.53 6 

bulrush ponds: #4 #9 
Oto 10 2 81.13 79.34 81.38 82.17 79.81 83.30 81.19 1.47 6 

21 55.86 51.85 58.31 61.36 52.79 50.15 55.05 4.25 6 

42 41.65 43.67 36.35 47.65 38.34 43.92 41.93 4.09 6 

84 35.34 43.24 35.55 37.53 41.57 38.69 38.66 3.21 6 

168 38.70 37.21 39.09 39.46 43.12 34.27 38.64 2.90 6 

20 to 30 2 78.71 74.82 77.41 82.39 83.19 78.96 79.25 3.12 6 

21 57.19 55.51 47.70 51.04 58.32 51.76 53.59 4.09 6 

42 41.87 48.74 46.06 38.66 42.31 39.97 42.93 3.80 6 

84 35.30 41.73 36.90 35.94 39.75 37.67 37.88 2.44 6 

168 34.69 28.09 41.66 28.28 37.90 35.37 34.33 5.35 6 

b) BULRUSH DECOMPOSITION 

cattail ponds: #2 #8 
0 to 10 2 87.12 90.65 93.58 90.06 92.72 90.10 90.71 2.28 6 

42 69.82 75.72 67.49 69.85 70.23 61.69 69.14 4.55 6 

168 54.66 62.91 61.04 56.78 47.80 61.56 57.46 5.67 6 

20 to 30 2 93.82 92.90 90.18 83.36 93.78 87.09 90.19 4.23 6 

42 59.44 76.83 70.78 61.55 61.04 76.47 67.69 8.00 6 

168 43.24 58.90 58.59 62.41 61.11 44.84 54.85 8.50 6 

bulrush ponds: #4 #9 
0 to 10 2 90.70 91.49 90.70 86.11 88.31 83.31 88.44 3.20 6 

42 70.02 67.65 76.54 66.78 78.85 70.34 71.70 4.89 6 

168 48.80 52.94 42.46 54.78 47.08 54.50 50.10 4.87 6 

20 to 30 2 89.85 88.19 91.21 92.37 88.13 91.55 90.22 1.79 6 

42 69.72 67.36 81.56 55.99 67.17 65.99 67.97 8.20 6 

168 53.39 55.19 53.90 47.74 57.46 58.64 54.39 3.84 6 
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Appendix A2: ANOVA for the cattail decomposition: effect of depth. 
I. Cattail ponds 2 and 8. 

Analysis of Variance for typstat.wt SELECT typstat.pond=2 Typd III Sums of Squ 

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:typstat.time 

8:typstat.depth 

C:typstat.frames 

INTERACTIONS 

AB 

AC 

BC 

ABC 

8543.1241 

2.1004 

12.1501 

28.52088 

134.13210 

86.80819 

69.75320 

4 

1 

2 

4 

8 

2 

8 

2135.7810 

2.1004 

6.0751 

7.130219 

16.766512 

43.404093 

8.719151 

127.38(1) 

.04(2) 

(0) 

.81(3) 

(0) 

(0) 

(0) 

.0000 

.8484 

.5484 

RESIDUAL .00000E0000 0 .00000E0000 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 8876.5890 29 

90 missing values have been excluded. 

Analysis of Variance for typstat.wt SELECT typstat.pond=8 Type III Sums of Squ 

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:typstat.time 

B:typstat.depth 

C:typstat.frames 

INTERACTIONS 

AB 

AC 

BC 

ABC 

7433.5413 

.0049 

26.2434 

41.637795 

45.371076 

3.873402 

46.095469 

4 

1 

2 

4 

8 

2 

8 

1858.3853 

.0049 

13.1217 

10.409449 

5.671385 

1.936701 

5.761934 

327.67(1) 

.00(2) 

(0) 

1.80(3) 

(0) 

(0) 

(0) 

.0000 

.9650 

.2209 

RESIDUAL .00000E0000 0 .00000E0000 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 7596.7673 29 

90 missing values have been excluded. 

F-ratios are based on the fallowing mean squares: 

(0)RESIDUAL 

(1)AC 

(2)BC 

(3)ABC 
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Appendix A2 continued: IL Bulrush ponds 4 and 9. 

Analysis of Variance for typstat.wt SELECT typstat.pond=4 Type III Sums of Squ 

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F -ratio Sig. level 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:typstat.time 

B:typstat.depth 

C:typstat.frames 

INTERACTIONS 

AB 

AC 

BC 

ABC 

7653.4435 

5.2844 

1.0013 

79.52747 

180.41737 

1.66967 

122.32385 

4 

1 

2 

4 

8 

2 

8 

1913.3609 

5.2844 

.5007 

19.881867 

22.552172 

.834835 

15.290482 

84.84(1) 

6.33(2) 

(0) 

1.30(3) 

(0) 

(0) 

(0) 

.0000 

.1283 

.3474 

RESIDUAL .00000E0000 0 .00000E0000 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 8043.607 29 

90 missing values have been excluded. 

Analysis of Variance for typstat.wt SELECT typstat.pond=9 Type III Sums of Squ 

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:typstat.time 

B:typstat.depth 

C:typstat.frames 

INTERACTIONS 

AB 

AC 

BC 

ABC 

8785.8729 

37.0563 

27.8293 

22.971088 

86.631142 

77.105371 

94.008540 

4 

1 

2 

4 

8 

2 

8 

2196.4682 

37.0563 

13.9146 

5.742772 

10.828893 

38.552686 

11.751068 

202.83(1) 

.96(2) 

(0) 

.48(3) 

(0) 

(0) 

(0) 

.0000 

.4396 

.7447 

RESIDUAL .00000E0000 0 .00000E0000 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 9131.4746 29 

90 missing values have been excluded. 

F- ratios are based on the following mean squares: 

(0)RESIDUAL 

(1)AC 

(2)BC 

(3)ABG 
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Appendix A3: Graphical comparison of the effect of depth in each pond for the 
cattail decomposition study in the field. 
Asterisks and solid line represent 0 to 10 cm depth, empty squares and dashed 
lines represent 20 to 30 cm depth, symbols are observed data, and lines connect 
data averages. 
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Appendix A4: ANOVA for the bulrush decomposition: effect of depth. 
I. Cattail ponds 2 and 8. 

Analysis of Variance for scistat.wt SELECT scistat.pond=2 Type III Sums of Squ

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:scistat.time 3699.4380 2 1849.7190 73.92(1) .0007 

B:scistat.depth 18.6253 1 18.6253 1.81(2) .3104 

C:scistat.frames 215.0762 2 107.5381 (0) 

INTERACTIONS 

AB 45.75088 2 22.875439 1.11(3) .4120 

AC 100.08453 4 25.021133 (0) 

BC '20.53901 2 10.269506 (0) 

ABC 81.99082 4 20.491706 (0) 

RESIDUAL .00000E0000 0 .00000E0000

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 4181.5049 17

54 missing values have been excluded.

Analysis of Variance for scistat.wt SELECT scistat.pond=8 - Type III Sums of Squ

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS

A:scistat.time 3556.8177 2 1778.4089 67.90(1) .0008

B:scistat.depth 4.6411 1 4.6411 .50(2) .5593

C:scistat.frames 2.0301 2 1.0150 (0)

INTERACTIONS

AB 9.87474 2 4.93737 .04(3) .9551

AC 104.75736 4 26.18934 (0)

BC 18.54754 2 9.27377 (0)

ABC 424.57642 4 106.14411 (0)

RESIDUAL .00000E0000 0 .00000E0000

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 4121.2450 17

54 missing values have been excluded.

F-ratios are based on the following mean squares:

(0)RESIDUAL

(1)AC

(2)BC

(3)ABC

http:scistat.wt
http:scistat.wt
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Appendix A4 continued: II. Bulrush ponds 4 and 9. 

Analysis of Variance far scistat.wt SELECT scistat.pond=4 Type III Sums of Squ 

Source of variation Sue of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:scistat.time 

B:scistat.depth 

C:scistat.frames 

INTERACTIONS 

AB 

AC 

BC 

ABC 

4628.0325 

20.2036 

20.9250 

40.96854 

163.74089 

30.06474 

5.88876 

2 

1 

2 

2 

4 

2 

4 

2314.0162 

20.2036 

10.4625 

20.484272 

40.935222 

15.032372 

1.472189 

56.52(11 

1.34(21 

(01 

13.91(3) 

(0) 

(0) 

(0) 

.0012 

.3660 

.0158 

RESIDUAL .00000E0000 0 .00000E0000 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 4909.8240 17 

54 missing values have been excluded. 

Analysis of Variance for scistat.wt SELECT scistat.pond=9 Type III Sums of Squ 

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:scistat.time 

B:scistat.depth 

C:scistat.frames 

INTERACTIONS 

AB 

AC 

BC 

ABC 

3704.1832 

1.4000 

53.8597 

161.98751 

117.62682 

32.02268 

81.25589 

2 

1 

2 

2 

4 

2 

4 

1852.0916 

1.4000 

26.9299 

80.993756 

29.406706 

16.011339 

20.313972 

62.98(11 

.08(2) 

(0) 

3.98(3) 

(0) 

(0) 

(0) 

.0009 

.7981 

.1116 

RESIDUAL .00000E0000 0 .00000E0000 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 4152.3359 17 

54 missing values have been excluded. 

F-ratios are based on the following mean squares: 

(0)RESIDUAL 

(1)AC 

(2)BC 

(3)ABC 
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Appendix A5: Graphical comparison of the effect of depth in each pond for the 
bulrush decomposition study in the field. 
Asterisks and solid line represent 0 to 10 cm depth, empty squares and dashed 
lines represent 20 to 30 cm depth, symbols are observed data, and lines connect 
data averages. 
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Appendix A6: Graphical comparison of decomposition in the field: differences 
between ponds planted with the same species. 
Asterisks and solid line represent pond 2 (cattail) or 4 (bulrush), empty squares 
and dashed lines represent pond 8 (cattail) or 9 (bulrush), symbols are observed 
data, and lines connect data averages. 
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Appendix A7: ANOVA for the cattail decomposition: planted species effect. 
Each time point was analyzed separately. 

07/07/93 02:15:58 PM Page 1 

Analysis of Variance for typstat.mt SELECT typstataise=2 Type III Sums of Squ 

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:typstat.plant 

8itypstat.frames 

2.336880 

60.464611 

1 

10 

2.3368800 

6.0464611 

.428 

1.108 

.5320 

.4266 

RESIDUAL 65.460883 12 5.4550736 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 128.26237 23 

96 missing values have been excluded. 

All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error. 

07/07/93 02:16:47 PM Page 1 

Analysis of Variance for typstat.mt SELECT typstat.time=21 Type III Sums of Sq 

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:typstat.plant 

8:typstat.frames 

33.45773 

102.78451 

1 

10 

33.457732 

10.278451 

1.983 

.609 

.1844 

.7799 

RESIDUAL 202.46044 12 16.871704 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 338.70269 23 

96 missing values have been excluded. 

All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error. 
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Appendix A7 continued. 

07/07/93 02:17:36 PM Pagel 

Analysis of Variance for typstat.wt SELECT typstat.tiae=42 Type III Suns of Sq 

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Kean square F -ratio Sig. level 

MAIN.EFFECTS 

A:typstat.plant 

B:typstat.fraaes 

- 4.68167 

119.23928 

1 

10 

4.681667 

11.923928 

.264 

.671 

.6224 

.7321 

RESIDUAL 213.17470 12 17.764558 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 337.09564 23 

96 missing values have been excluded. 

.A11 F -ratios are based on the residual mean square error. 

07/07/93 02:18:44 PM Pagel 

Analysis of Variance for typstat.wt SELECT typstat.tiae=84 Type III Sues of Sq 

Source of variation Sue of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:typstat.plant 

B:typstat.fraaes 

50.04904 

131.29903 

1 

10 

50.049040 

13.129903 

11.467 

3.008 

.0054 

.0373 

RESIDUAL 52.373602 12 4.3644668 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 233.72167 23 

96 missing values have been excluded. 

All F-ratios are based an the residual mean square error. 

07/07/93 02:19:25 PM 

Analysis of Variance for typstat.wt SELECT typstat.time=168 

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:typstat.plant 2.31509 1 2.315088 
B:typstat.franes 191.91570 10 19.191570 

RESIDUAL 185.27133 12 15.439277 

Pagel 

- Type III Sums of S 

F-ratio Sig. level 

.150 .7094 

1.243 .3555 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 379.50211 23 

96 missing values have been excluded. 

All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error. 
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Appendix A8: ANOVA for the bulrush decomposition: planted species effect. 
Each time point was analyzed separately. 

Analysis of Variance for scistat.ut SELECT scistattime=2 - Type III Sums of Squ

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

RAIN EFFECTS

A:scistat.plant 7.526400 1 7.5264000 .767 .4076

B:scistat.frames 75.426733 10 7.5426733 .768 .6570

RESIDUAL 117.78820 12 9.8156833

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 200.74133 23

48 missing values have been excluded.

All F-ratios are based-on the residual mean square error.

07/07/93 02:14:03 PM. Page 1

Analysis of Variance far scistat.ut SELECT scistat.time=42 - Type III Sums of Sq

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F -ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS

A:scistat.plant 12.12682 1 12.126817 .369 .5612

B:scistat.frames 533.56828 10 53.356828 1.624 .2110

RESIDUAL 394.36930 12 32.864108

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 940.06440 23

48 missing values have been excluded.

All F- ratios are based on the residual dean square error.

Analysis of Variance far scistat.ut SELECT scistat.time=168 -.Type III Sums of S

Source of variation Sum of Squares .d.f. Mean square F -ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS

A:scistat.plant 91.88507 1 91.885067 2.268 .1579

B:scistat.frames 304.32237 10 30.432237 .751 .6703

RESIDUAL 486.18010 12 40.515008

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 882.38753 23

48 missing values have been excluded.

All F- ratios are based on the residual mean square error.

http:scistat.ut
http:scistat.ut
http:scistat.ut
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Appendix A10: Weekly average of water temperature (°C) in 5 and 25 cm depth. 

Time period: Water temperature in °C: 

5 cm deep 25 cm deep 

8/28/92 - 9/3/92 
9/4/92 - 9/10/92 
9/11/92 - 9/17/92 
9/18/92 9/24/92 
9/25/92 10/12/92 
10/13/92 - 10/19/92 
10/20/92 - 10/26/92 
10/27/92 - 11/2/92 
11/3/92 11/9/92 
11/10/92 - 11/16/92 
11/17/92 - 11/30/92 
12/1/92 1/7/92 
12/8/92 - 12/14/92 
12/15/92 - 12/21/92 
12/22/92 12/28/92 
12/29/92 1/4/93 
1/5/93 1/11/93 
1/12/93 - 1/18/93 
1/19/93 - 1/25/93 
1/26/93 - 2/1/93 
2/2/93 2/8/93 

15.7 
16.3 
14.0 
13.6 
12.0 

4.8 
7.3 
7.5 
8.5 
6.3 
3.3 
4.7 
8.3 
9.8 
9.8 

19.9 
18.6 
17.4 
18.8 

15.0 
16.0 
13.9 
13.5 
11.9 

6.9 
8.2 
7.5 
8.5 
6.3 
4.5 
5.2 
8.2 
9.4 
9.3 
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Appendix Bl: Remaining dry mass (%) after aerobic and anaerobic incubation of 
cattail and bulrush plant material. 

aerobic incubation anaerobic incubation 

time(d) rep1 rep2 average rep1 rep2 average 

cattail 1 73.92 73.90 73.91 73.23 73.33 73.28 
15 64.13 66.83 65.48 73.13 72.40 72.77 
30 61.55 61.55 71.60 71.80 71.70 
60 71.56 70.45 71.00 

120 39.56 39.74 39.65 69.65 72.75 71.20 

bulrush 1 76.95 76.76 76.86 77.04 76.13 76.58 
15 75.52 75.59 75.56 77.10 76.70 76.90 
30 75.97 76.79 76.38 76.61 76.58 76.60 

60 76.32 77.86 77.09 76.49 76.66 76.58 
120 70.98 73.15 72.06 77.79 77.97 77.88 
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Appendix B2: ANOVA for testing the time effect on the cattail decomposition. 
I. Aerobic incubation. 

Analysis of Variance for TYPLABAt SELECT TYPLAB.oxygen=1 Type III Sums of Squ 

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:TYPLAB.time 1279.9130 3 426.63765 466.092 .0000 

RESIDUAL 3.6614000 4 .9153500 

TOTAL (CORRECTED/ 1283.5744 7 

8 missing values have been excluded. 

All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error. 

Multiple range analysis for TYPLAB.wt SELECT TYPLAB.oxygen=1 by TYPLAB.time

Method: 95 Percent LSO

Level Count LS Mean Homogeneous 6roups

120 2 39.650000 X 

30 2 61.550000 X 

15 2 65.480000 X 

1 2 73.910000 X 

contrast difference +/- limits

8.43000 2.65728 I
1 15

2.65728 t12.36001 30

34.2600 2.65728

15 30

1 120

3.93000 2.65728

25.8300 2.65728 t15 120

30 120 21.9000 2.6572B t

t denotes a statistically significant difference.

http:TYPLAB.wt
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Appendix B2 continued: II. Anaerobic incubation. 

Analysis of Variance for TYPLAB.wt SELECT TYPLAB.oxygen=0 Type III Sums of Squ 

Source of variation Sum of Squares, d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level 

MAIN EFFECTS 

A:TYPLAB.time 5.4607375 3 1.8202458 1.429 .3586 

RESIDUAL 5.0964500 4 1.2741125 

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 10.557187 7 

8 missing values have been excluded. 

All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error. 

Multiple range analysis for TYPLAB.wt SELECT TYPLAB.oxygen=0 by TYPLAB.time

Method: 95 Percent LSD

Level Count LS Mean Homogeneous Groups

120 2 71.200000 X 

30 2 71.700000 X 

15 2 72.765000 X 

1 2 73.280000 X 

contrast +1difference limits

1 15 0.51500 3.13507

1 30 1.58000 3.13507

1 120 2.08000 3.13507

15 30 1.06500 3.13507

15 120 1.56500 3.13507
30 120 0.50000 3.13507

t denotes a statistically significant difference.

http:TYPLAB.wt
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Appendix B3: ANOVA testing the oxygen effect on the cattail decomposition. 
Level 1 represents aerobic, level 0 anaerobic. 

Analysis of Variance for TYPLAB.wt Type III Sums of Squares

Source of variation Sue of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS

A:TYPLAB.tille 718.03207 3 239.34402 218.633 .0000

B:TYPLAB.oxygen 584.55151 1 584.55151 533.968 .0000

INTERACTIONS

AB 567.34162 3 189.11387 172.749 .0000

RESIDUAL 8.7578500 8 1.0947312

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 1878.6830 15

0 missing values have been excluded.

All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error.

Multiple range analysis for TYPLAB.wt by TYPLAB.oxygen

Method: 95 Percent LSD

Level Count LS Mean Homogeneous Groups

1 8 60.147500 X

0 8 72.236250 X

contrast difference +/- limits

0 1 12.0887 1.20672 I

denotes a statistically significant difference.

http:TYPLAB.wt
http:TYPLAB.wt
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Appendix B4: ANOVA for testing the time effect on the bulrush decomposition. 
I. Aerobic. 

Analysis of Variance for SCILAB.wt SELECT SCILAB.treatment=1 Type III Sums of

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS

A:SCILAB.time 33.802340 4 8.4505850 10.843 .0111

RESIDUAL 3.8969500 5 .7793900

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 37.699290 9

10 missing values have been excluded.

All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error.

Multiple range analysis for SCILAB.wt SELECT SCILAB.treatment=1 by SCILAB.time

Method: 95 Percent LSD

Level Count LS Mean Homogeneous Groups

120 2 72.065000 X

15 2 75.555000 X

30 2 76.380000 X

1 2 76.855000 X

60 2 77.090000 X

contrast +1difference limits

1 15 1.30000 2.27012

1 - 30 0.47500 2.27012

1 60 -0.23500 2.27012

1 - 120 4.79000 2.27012 t

15 - 30 -0.82500 2.27012

15 - 60 -1.53500 2.27012

15 - 120 3.49000 2.27012 t

30 - 60 -0.71000 2.27012

30 120 4.31500 2.27012 t

60 120 5.02500 2.27012 t

denotes a statistically significant difference.

http:SCILAB.wt
http:SCILAB.wt
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Appendix B4 continued: II. Anaerobic. 

Analysis of Variance for SCILAB.wt SELECT SCILAB.treatsent =0 Type III Sums of

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS

A:SCILAB.time 2.5160600 4 .6290150 5.989 .0380

RESIDUAL .5251500 5 .1050300

TOTAL (CORRECTED) 3.0412100 9

10 missing values have been excluded.

All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error.

Multiple range analysis for SCILAB.wt SELECT SCILAB.treateent=0 by SCILAB.tiee

Method: 95 Percent LSD

Level Count LS Mean Homogeneous Groups

60 2 76.575000 X

1 2 76.585000 X

30 2 76.595000 X

15 2 76.900000 X

120 2 77.880000 X

contrast difference +/- limits
1 15 -0.31500 0.83335
1 30 -0.01000 0.83335
1 - 60 0.01000 0.83335
1 120 -1.29500 0.83335 1
15 30 0.30500 0.83335
15 60 0.32500 0.83335
15 120 -0.98000 0.83335 1
30 60 0.02000 0.83335
30 120 -1.28500 0.83335 1
60 120 -1.30500 0.83335 i

denotes a statistically significant difference.

http:SCILAB.wt
http:SCILAB.wt
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Appendix B5: ANOVA for testing the oxygen effect on the bulrush decomposition. 
Level 1 represents aerobic, level 0 anaerobic. 

Analysis of Variance for SCILABott - Type III Sums of Squares

F-ratio Sig. leveld.f. Mean squareSource of variation Sum of Squares

MAIN EFFECTS
.01692.2491050 5.0868.9964200 4

1 8.6856200 19.641 .0013
A:SCILAB.time

8.6856200

INTERACTIONS

B:SCILAB.treatment

.00034 6.8304950 15.44627.321980AB

10 .44221004.4221000RESIDUAL

49.426120 19TOTAL (CORRECTED)

0 missing values have been excluded.

All F-ratios are based on the residual mean square error.

Multiple range analysis for SCILAB.mt by SCILAB.treatment

Method: 95 Percent LSD

LS Mean Homogeneous Groups
Level Count

1 10 75.589000 X

0 10 76.907000 X

+1- limitsdifference
contrast

0.66281 t1.31800
0 1

significant difference.t denotes a statistically

http:SCILAB.mt
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Appendix Cl: Raw data of the cattail senescence study. 
The height is given in cm. 

July August September October 
plant leaves leaves leaves leaves 

# height total dry height total dry height total dry height total dry 

1 166 12 1 257 15 2 252 14 1 252 13 3 
2 170 12 0 239 18 3 236 17 7 240 17 8 
3 176 15 0 265 20 3 263 19 6 261 17 6 
4 154 16 0 192 21 1 190 22 3 191 21 6 
5 180 13 1 233 18 1 236 16 2 233 16 5 
6 156 14 2 217 19 0 239 18 3 236 17 5 
7 203 15 1 224 16 1 222 17 3 224 17 6 
8 198 14 2 249 15 1 248 15 3 250 17 6 
9 196 12 2 252 13 2 269 13 3 273 13 5 

10 206 14 2 264 16 2 260 16 4 261 15 8 
11 185 14 1 230 18 2 233 15 1 230 14 2 
12 197 16 1 207 17 1 206 17 4 208 15 3 
13 190 15 2 222 17 2 218 16 5 206 15 4 
14 210 13 1 225 12 1 224 12 4 224 11 5 
15 187 14 2 198 13 1 197 14 3 192 13 4 
16 209 13 1 203 15 3 208 14 3 213 14 6 
17 172 14 2 225 18 3 243 16 4 
18 200 13 1 267 15 1 268 15 2 266 15 7 
19 210 16 0 229 17 4 229 17 4 225 17 7 
20 167 14 2 218 16 2 209 17 4 214 17 6 
21 178 13 1 221 16 1 227 16 2 226 16 3 
22 194 15 2 232 17 2 232 17 2 228 17 5 
23 180 16 2 200 16 1 201 16 3 
24 197 16 2 207 17 2 204 17 3 206 15 2 
25 194 15 2 200 16 3 198 15 3 200 13 3 
26 186 15 2 182 15 7 184 15 9 
27 180 14 2 195 14 1 192 14 2 196 14 3 
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Appendix Cl continued. 

November December January February 
plant leaves leaves leaves leaves 

# height total dry height total dry height total dry height total dry 

1 250 13 7 194 12 7 171 12 12 126 11 11 

2 239 12 5 177 11 8 
3 268 17 10 196 17 14 134 16 16 137 14 14 
4 171 22 10 154 21 13 149 20 20 
5 232 16 7 191 16 14 136 16 16 138 16 16 
6 228 16 6 152 15 12 134 13 13 
7 221 17 8 181 17 17 180 16 16 156 16 16 
8 249 14 9 205 14 12 202 14 14 187 14 14 
9 261 12 6 216 12 9 215 10 10 198 10 10 
10 260 13 9 230 13 12 199 13 13 174 13 13 
11 233 15 4 192 14 8 151 14 14 143 14 14 
12 195 16 8 149 16 10 125 16 16 121 16 16 
13 194 15 13 184 15 15 155 14 14 139 14 14 
14 213 12 10 215 10 10 141 10 10 128 9 9 
15 199 13 9 156 13 13 142 13 13 131 13 13 
16 215 14 10 145 12' 12 120 11 11 121 11 11 

17 239 16 5 209 16 9 178 16 16 177 16 16 
18 269 15 9 178 14 13 178 14 14 178 14 14 
19 221 16 11 173 15 15 159 14 14 111 14 14 
20 196 15 8 163 14 14 145 14 14 149 14 14 
21 220 16 6 209 16 10 184 16 16 185 16 16 
22 206 16 8 207 16 10 182 15 15 177 14 14 
23 176 16 8 173 16 10 171 15 15 135 15 15 
24 163 14 9 151 14 14 121 14 14 123 14 14 
25 173 12 4 176 12 9 127 12 12 123 12 12 
26 157 14 14 159 14 14 123 14 14 125 13 13 
27 169 13 8 143 13 13 139 13 13 142 13 13 
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Appendix C2: Raw data of the 49 labeled bulrush plants that were left at the end 
of the observation. 
Values are in centimeters. 

Month: Month: 
ant Au Seat Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb lant Au Se Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 

203 203 201 196 195 191 191 26 171 172 169 170 170 157 155 
2 186 187 183 183 182 177 174 27 220 194 192 191 191 185 181 

3 224 214 215 216 212 210 206 28 144 142 138 138 137 131 100 
4 194 192 190 187 186 182 179 29 159 155 147 146 147 141 137 
5 194 194 191 190 187 182 180 30 169 153 144 144 146 127 115 
6 178 176 173 173 173 168 154 31 126 125 124 123 121 117 114 
7 183 180 178 177 177 169 166 32 227 227 225 221 223 205 188 
8 169 213 207 210 209 203 199 33 205 203 202 199 199 195 190 
9 167 169 166 164 163 158 156 34 160 145 120 125 129 92 92 
10 197 198 191 190 167 160 159 35 177 162 161 160 159 154 137 
11 172 169 167 166 166 174 119 36 189 187 185 184 184 180 174 
12 158 184 183 180 181 157 167 37 148 178 173 172 172 134 130 
13 172 168 164 166 166 157 156 38 197 166 157 155 156 150 130 
14 169 167 166 165 163 157 154 39 196 192 186 186 185 181 176 
15 217 213 210 210 195 183 181 40 163 160 157 155 156 152 146 
16 195 191 190 189 187 184 178 41 171 167 163 164 163 153 150 
17 160 158 158 156 155 148 147 42 180 178 175 173 174 168 163 
18 215 217 212 212 211 115 113 43 183 179 177 176 165 157 150 
19 201 200 195 195 195 147 144 44 211 201 201 200 200 194 184 
20 144 144 141 139 141 137 131 45 205 206 200 199 186 180 176 
21 215 214 212 209 209 158 155 46 231 228 226 222 220 184 181 

22 141 139 136 137 137 130 127 47 175 174 171 169 169 165 162 
23 197 200 194 195 191 186 174 48 228 227 226 223 224 218 217 
24 158 156 153 153 153 149 144 49 227 227 225 224 221 216 215 
25 129 128 125 125 125 105 103 
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Appendix C3: Monthly photographs of the cattail ponds. 

December January 
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Appendix C4: Monthly photographs of the bulrush ponds. 

NovemberAugust October 

December January 




